A pivotal ongoing debate about cuprate superconductors (HTS) is the location of the transition temperatures for the superconducting wave function phase coherence and condensation, T phase and T cond .
A pivotal ongoing debate about cuprate superconductors (HTS) is the location of the transition temperatures for the superconducting wave function phase coherence and condensation, T phase and T cond . [1] [2] [3] [4] This shall elucidate which of two very different interactions dictate the macroscopic superconducting phase diagram of HTS: either those between normal-state carriers [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] or those between pre-formed vortices and antivortices 3, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Here, we present unambiguous experimental determinations of T phase and T cond in the prototypical HTS La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 as a function of the doping level x . T phase is measured as a sharp change in the exponent α of the voltage-current characteristics V ∝ I α . T cond is determined from the critical rounding of the ohmic resistivity above T phase . Our measurements indicate that the transition to macroscopic superconductivity is accompanied by phase coherence due to vortex-antivortex binding and also that, for all x , T cond lies only a few Kelvin above T phase , limiting then the shift of the transition due to vortex-antivortex correlations.
A currently common thinking about HTS is that both the superconducting transition and the anomalous features of the normal state (including also their dependences with doping) have to be understood taking into account the appearance of some new form of electron ordering below the so-called pseudogap line, T pgap (x).
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This order should have the same symmetry as the superconducting wave function and would explain the apparent reduction of the normal-state carriers' density of states occurring below T pgap .
1-4 Various different candidates of electronic states producing such order have been proposed including, e.g., oscillating charge stripes [5] [6] [7] possibly causing Fermi surface reconstruction 6, 7 , circular orbital currents 8, 9 , charge and spin waves 10 , or screened Bose pairs 11 . However, probably the most popular is the one first proposed by Emery and Kivelson 12 (and then by numerous workers, e.g., in [3, [13] [14] [15] [16] ). In this last scenario, the superconducting pair condensation and the establishment of wave function phase coherence happen at different temperatures T cond and T phase that may be various decades of Kelvin distant from each other, especially for underdoped HTS. This situation is schematized in Fig. 1a . The macroscopic transition temperature T c is renormalized from T cond up to essentially T phase supposedly due to strong full-critical fluctuations of the phase of the superconducting wave function as those first studied in 2D superfluids by Berezinskii, Kosterlitz and Thouless (BKT) 17 . Apparent confirmations of this strong phase fluctuation scenario for HTS were presented in a series of notable In the so-called strong phase fluctuation scenario (panel a) T cond may be much larger than T phase , usually identifying T cond with the pseudogap opening temperature Tpgap [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] (several possible variations to this scenario exist, such as Tpgap and T phase being well larger than T cond only for the underdoped HTS, or T phase being identified with the Nernst onset temperature TNernst, always well larger than T cond but essentially constant for x 0.16). In panel b, the critical temperature shift T cond − T phase is bound by 5K for all dopings; in that case Tpgap and TNernst would be due to electronic orders different from superconducting fluctuations (prominent examples being screened Bose pairs, 11 charge and spin waves, 10 circular charge currents, 8, 9 or oscillating charge stripes and Fermi surface reconstruction 5-7 ). For simplicity, both schemas assume hole-doped HTS and omit the depressions in the superconducting temperatures often seen around x = 1/8. measurements of anomalously large, superconductinglike signals above T c of the Nernst signal 13 , N, and of the magnetization 14, 16 , M . However, soon they were challenged by plausible alternative explanations to these observations: In the case of M , in terms of the unavoidable inhomogeneities due to the intrinsic random location of the non-stoichiometric dopant ions; 18, 19 in the case of N , in terms of different electron orders also capable of magnetic field-dependent entropy transport, as for instance stripe order and Fermi-surface reconstruction. 6, 7 These alternative explanations are coherent with a more moderate fluctuation shift of T c , with T phase − T cond < ∼ 5K for all dopings, as schematized in Fig. 1b . Also, this is consistent with the scenarios in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] that identify T c with the energy needed for the normal-state particle pairing (instead of pairing between phase-fluctuating vortices and antivortices as in the BKT-like scenario of [3, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ).
To shed further light over this crucial issue, here we report measurements of the dc voltage-current V −I curves of La 2−x Sr x CuO 4 (LS x CO) films with different dopings. the exponent α of V ∝ I α , that departs in a narrow Trange from the ohmic value α = 1 to a nonlinear α ≥ 3. This jump, as predicted already in 1979 by Halperin and Nelson (HN) , 17 is expected to occur in any BKT transition and is associated with the leap at T phase of the superfluid density (the so-called Nelson jump). Its observation is a particularly exclusive signature of the occurrence of phase coherence through a vortex-antivortex binding process. Indeed, measurements of α were extensively used to study the BKT transition in low-T c superconducting films and interfaces (see, e.g., [17, 20] and references therein). Moreover, the α-jump is known to be almost unaffected by the existence of random superconducting inhomogeneities (as independently shown by using finite-element computations, percolation theory, renormalization group or effective-medium equations [21] [22] [23] ). In spite of these advantages, the α-jump feature has not yet been measured in HTS as a function of doping (see, e.g., [24] and references therein), not allowing to decide between the scenarios of Fig. 1 . Getting a precise value of T phase will also allow us to determine T cond by analyzing the critical rounding of the ohmic resistivity above T phase . This rounding is due to BKT full-critical phase fluctuations immediately above T phase and to GaussianGinzburg-Landau (GGL)-type phase and amplitude fluctuations sufficiently above T cond . Importantly, to analyze the resistivity rounding so close to the transition it is necessary to take the unavoidable (intrinsic-like) chemical inhomogeneities into account, what we achieve by means of independent high-resolution magnetometry characterizations of the associated dispersion ∆T c of critical temperatures in each sample.
In panels a and c of Fig. 2 we show the electric field versus current density, E − J, measured for various temperatures in our films with x = 0.13 and x = 0.22, chosen as representative examples of underdoped and overdoped compositions (the data and analyses corresponding to the rest of our films, with x = 0. 11, 0.12, 0.15, 0.16 and 0.19 , are documented in the Supplementary Information). The slope in these E − J plots, due to their log-log scale, directly corresponds to the exponent α. We represent the evolution with temperature of that slope in panels b and d of Fig. 2 . Noteworthy, the exponent α takes the ohmic value α = 1 for the higher temperatures and it abruptly departs to well larger values as the system is cooled down, with the appearance of non-ohmic characteristics happening in a quite narrow temperature interval. According to the HN calculations for perfectly homogeneous 2D superconductors, 17 the condition α = 3 marks the temperature T phase ; for a superconductor with a spatial distribution of T c values, according to the calculations of [21] the condition α = 3 simply marks the average value of the phase coherence temperature (as inhomogeneities broaden somewhat the jump around the average T phase but do not move the α = 3 point 21 ). We thus identify the temperature for α = 3 in our measurements with the phase coherence temperature corresponding to the nominal doping of each sample. Application of this procedure to our whole sample set, with 0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.22, leads to the T phase (x) line in Fig. 4 . This line displays the usual dome shape regularly attributed to the transition to macroscopic superconductivity in HTS. It also includes a depression centered at x = 1/8, often linked to stripe effects. Our measurements support then a transition accompanied by a phase-coherence vortex-antivortex binding process.
The precise knowledge of T phase also allows to study the critical rounding of the resistivity ρ(T ) above the transition, extracting in the process the temperature T cond for wave function condensation, and opening the opportunity to compare T phase and T cond in each sample. Figure 3 shows ρ(T ) measured with small current densities, in the same films as in Fig. 2 (the results for the rest of doping levels are again documented in the Supplementary Information). Note in these ρ(T ) curves that the average T phase (marked as a red solid square) corresponds to the tail of the resistive decay. Above it, the transition to the normal state is rounded over an easily accessible temperature range. This fluctuation rounding is commonly characterized through the socalled paraconductivity
B where ρ B is the normal-state resistivity background. Calculations are available for ∆σ, both in terms of the BKT approach valid right above T phase 17 and, above T cond , in terms of the GGL approach 25 extended up to high-reduced temperatures 26, 27 . A short account of the corresponding equations is provided in the Supplementary Section 1, where we also describe the effective-medium formula necessary to include the effects of a possible distribution of critical temperatures. The excellent agreement between these standard equations and our ρ(T ) data above T phase is presented in Fig. 3 for the same example films as in Fig. 2 . The only free parameter in these comparisons is T cond (see Supplementary Section 1).
In Fig. 4 we represent as a function of the doping level x the T cond and T phase temperatures obtained by applying these procedures to our full sample set. Both T cond (x) and T phase (x) draw similar domes, displaced only a few Kelvin from each other for all dopings, the average T cond − T phase being 3.2K. These results support then a scenario similar to the one in Fig. 1b , in which the vortexantivortex fluctuations and bindings shift only moderately the critical temperatures, and being the normalstate quasiparticle pairing energies the ones that primarily dominate the values and x-dependence of the transi- Phase diagram for T cond and T phase obtained from our measurements. This figure includes the results for our entire sample set, covering doping levels 0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.22. Red squares correspond to T phase . Blue diamonds represent T cond . The blue dashed and red solid lines are fits using a parabolic functionality (minus a Gaussian peak centered at
and T phase (x) = T cond (x) − ∆BKT (we obtain T opt cond = 22.5K, δT c1/8 = 3.6K, δx 1/8 = 0.008 and ∆BKT = 3.2K).
tion temperatures.
In conclusion, our findings indicate that macroscopic superconductivity occurs in our films via a BKT-like vortex-antivortex binding, with the superconducting wave function involved in that process having a T cond located only a few Kelvin above T phase . This last result is at odds with the strong phase fluctuation scenario 3, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] but is instead compatible with different forms of electronic order proposed to explain the pseudogap and superconducting phases [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . These orders also include forms of local electronic correlations not necessarily producing a superconducting wave function (due, e.g., to screening by stripe boundaries [5] [6] [7] or by other electrons 11 ). We note also that, while the jump-like onset of the E − J exponent α ≥ 3 is quite exclusive of a BKT-like transition, we cannot discard that below this jump α could be affected by additional contributions due to some of these coexisting forms of order. For instance, charge density waves 7 are known to produce nonlinear contributions below the transition, with a relatively small typical exponent of about 28 1.5, and if they emerge associated to vortex cores in cuprates (as recently proposed in [29] ) they could also add to the E − J response below the BKT jump.
Methods
Samples used for our measurements are LSxCO thin films with dopings 0.11 ≤ x ≤ 0.22, grown over (100)SrTiO 3 substrates by using a procedure specifically aimed at improving the superconducting homogeneity. 30 As also described in [30] , the critical temperature dispersion, ∆Tc, of each film was measured through highprecision measurements of the zero-field-cooled magnetic susceptibility χ: Because |χ| in the fully superconducting state is orders of magnitude larger than in the normal state (even in presence of superconducting fluctuations), dχ/dT is proportional to the Tc dis-tribution in the film. We thus obtain ∆Tc from the width of the dχ/dT peak at the transition (see also the Supplementary Information for a summary of the quantitative results). The obtained ∆Tc are among the lowest ever reported for the LSxCO family (including bulk and single crystals) and agree with the predictions of the models for intrinsic-disorder inhomogeneities with a residual constant dispersion ∆T res c of only 0.5K. Transport measurements were done in a 4-probe in-line configuration over microbridges lithographed in the films, and using current pulses of about 1 ms to avoid self-heating effects.
The normal-state background ρ B was obtained as follows: First,
we noted that the resistivity data present a clear change of tendency in their slope occurring at a well-defined temperature Tupturn well above the transition (as clearly visible in the insets of Fig. 3 ). This change of behaviour signals the first visible deviations from the purely normal-state behaviour. Therefore, we obtain ρ B as a simple fit to the ρ and dρ/dT data above such Tupturn. For all dopings, we fitted a 50K-wide region and used a quadratic functionality for dρ B /dT . Note that this procedure is an improvement with respect to most previous studies of ∆σ in HTS, that had to cope with less definite criterions for the temperature well above the transition above which the normal-state behaviour could be fitted. Summary of the theoretical predictions for the paraconductivity ∆σ
We abridge here the existing theoretical predictions for ∆σ in the in-plane direction of a layered superconductor in the 2D limit, in the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) and Gaussian-Ginzburg-Landau (GGL) regimes of the superconducting fluctuations. These formulas are used in our present work to analyze ρ(T ) above T phase with the aim of extracting T cond . The effects on ∆σ of critical-temperature inhomogeneities (unavoidable in LS x CO due to the non-stoichiometric nature of its doping) are also discussed, including a summary of the corresponding effective-medium approach. Finally, we comment on the main constraints affecting the values of the parameters involved in these formulas. In what follows, d is the distance between adjacent CuO 2 planes, is the reduced Planck's constant, k B is the Boltzmann's constant and e is the electron charge.
A. ∆σ in the temperature region of BKT superconducting fluctuations
Immediately above T phase (in the often-called strong phase fluctuation or full-critical regime) the relevant superconducting excitations are topological (vortex and antivortex positions) and they may be well described by the renormalization group approaches. 17 In that regime, the coherence length ξ depends exponentially on (b 0 ∆ BKT /T phase ) 1/2 t −1/2 , where ∆ BKT = T cond − T phase is the BKT displacement, t ≡ (T − T phase )/T phase is the BKT reduced-temperature and b 0 is a constant of the order of unity. 17 As first predicted by HN, from the Josephson's relation it follows then a fluctuation conductivity given by:
where the constant A BKT may be directly obtained by continuity of ∆σ BKT with the results of the contiguous GGL temperature region described in the next subsection.
B. ∆σ in the temperature region of GGL superconducting fluctuations
Sufficiently above T cond (in the often-called amplitude fluctuation or GGL regime) topological excitations will be no longer dominant, and the fluctuations must become small Gaussian perturbations of the amplitude and phase of the superconducting wave function, given by the mean-field-like Ginzburg-Landau approach. In this conventional regime ξ ∝ ε −1/2 with ε being the GGL reduced-temperature ε ≡ ln(T /T cond ) ( (T − T cond )/T cond for small ε). According to the classical calculations by Aslamazov and Larkin (AL) 25 the fluctuation conductivity is then (e 2 /16 d)ε −1 . However, the latter result is not expected to remain valid in the high reduced-temperature region ε > ∼ 0.1, as it does not take into account the quantum limits to the short-wavelength fluctuations.
27 Full expressions accounting for the short-wavelength effects were calculated in [26] on the grounds of a total-energy cutoff approach, 27 obtaining
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Supplementary Figure 1: Critical temperature dispersion as a function of the doping level x in LSxCO for the samples studied in this work (solid symbols) and for other works (open symbols) reporting some of the narrowest transitions obtained in the LSxCO family using a magnetic susceptibility χ analysis comparable to ours. ∆Tc corresponds to FWHM of the dχ/dT peak measured under zero-field-cooled conditions, and Tc to the maximum of that peak. The solid line is the ∆Tc/Tc calculated by taking into account the intrinsic disorder of the dopant locations and a residual dispersion of ∆T res c =0.5K (see [30] for details on the calculation). This figure illustrates both the quality of our films and, more importantly, that even for the best LSxCO the inhomogeneities due to the intrinsic doping disorder cannot be avoided.
In this equation, ε
c is a cutoff reduced-temperature near which fluctuations experience a rapid fall, so that for ε > ε c they effectively become null. Therefore, in our case a first crude approximation would be ε
Calculating the precise boundary temperature between the BKT and the GGL regions is, in full rigour, still an open theoretical problem. However, the Levanyuk-Ginzburg criterion for the breakdown of the Gaussian hypothesis of the GGL approach is commonly accepted as a valid first crude approximation for that boundary. This predicts for layered superconductors in the 2D limit S1 a GGL breakdown above T cond at about T LG ≡ T cond exp(ε LG ) with ε LG ≡ k B /(4πξ 2 (0)d∆C), where ξ(0) is the GGL amplitude of the coherence length and ∆C is the heat capacity mean-field jump per unit volume. Estimates for HTS suggest that S1 ε LG ∼ 10 −2 .
C. Effects of critical temperature inhomogeneities
When trying to study in terms of the above predictions the ρ(T ) rounding in actual superconductors, it is important to take critical temperature inhomogeneities into account, particularly when analyzing the data so close to the transition as in the present work. It is important to emphasize that, due to the non-stoichiometry of LS x CO, even for ideal samples grown under perfectly uniform conditions those inhomogeneities will exist. In our case, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM), ∆T c , of the critical temperatures distribution peak was measured in each of our samples by means of high-precision magnetometry (as described in the Methods section of our main text, and in further detail in [30] ). These measurements lead to ∆T c values in our films among the lowest ever reported using magnetometry for their corresponding dopings in the LS x CO family (including bulk and single crystals). This is illustrated in the Supplementary Fig. 1 , where the ∆T c obtained in previous works by other authors using similar magnetometry characterizations (Refs. [S2] to [S8] ) are compared with ours. In this † Alternatively, it is also possible to estimate 27 ε c 0.55 on the grounds of simple BCS-like arguments that ultimately reflect that superconducting fluctuations will not occur at the temperatures in which ξ is already below its T = 0K value ξT =0K, that is the minimum superconducting volume that the uncertainty principle allows; as shown in detail in our Supplementary Section 3B, within our experimental uncertainties both estimates for the precise value of ε c will be equally compatible with the measurements in the present work.
figure, the T c used to normalize the results corresponds to the maximum of the dχ/dT peak of the transition. This figure also plots the ∆T c /T c prediction resulting from a model with intrinsic-disorder inhomogeneities with a constant residual dispersion, ∆T res c (see [30] for a complete calculation). The resulting ∆T res c = 0.5K is also a particularly small value.
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The numerical ∆T c values for each of our films are listed in the Supplementary Table 1. The effects of these critical temperature inhomogeneities over ∆σ may be easily taken into account by means of the effective-medium approximation for superconductors with a random normal distribution of critical temperatures uniformly distributed in space:
Here σ is the global conductivity of the sample, σ T cond is the conductivity of a domain having a single value T cond of the condensation temperature, T cond is the average of the condensation temperature distribution in the sample, and ∆T c is the FWHM dispersion of that distribution. We always consider T cond − T phase as uniform in each superconductor. Although equation (3) is not explicit for σ, the set of equations (1) to (3) may be numerically solved by modern computers with ease.
Note that we have limited the measurements in our present work to a doping range in which the inhomogeneities remain relatively small, ∆T c /T c < ∼ 0.1, so to keep down as much as feasible the influence of these inhomogeneity effects.
D. Constraints for the theory parameters
It is important to realize, when comparing the above equations (1) to (3) to the actual data in HTS, that the values of most of the involved parameters are constrained by conditions that significantly limit the degrees of freedom in those comparisons. It is useful to summarize here these constraints:
First of all, and as emphasized in our main text, T phase is the temperature at which α = 3, and ∆T c may also be independently measured by means of magnetometry as the FWHM of the dχ/dT peak at the transition (the latter has been done for our films in [30] , see also Supplementary Table 1) .
For the parameter ε c , i.e., the reduced-temperature above which there are no superconducting fluctuations, in our analyses we will use the constraint ε c = ln(T upturn /T cond ) where T upturn is the temperature where a clear change in dρ/dT behaviour is observed in our films. For the Levanyuk-Ginzburg temperature we apply an allowance 0.
coherently with the estimates in [S1] . Regarding b 0 , it is expected to be a constant of the order of unity in the BKT predictions; we therefore impose in our comparisons the constraint that all of the seven ρ(T ) data fits corresponding to our seven doping levels share a common value for b 0 . This will lead to b 0 = 4. †
The only fully free parameter remaining in the comparison of equations (1) to (3) with the ρ(T ) data in each of our samples is, therefore, T cond . † We checked that for the parameters mentioned in this paragraph (ε c , εLG and b0) removing these constraints in our comparisons with the ρ(T ) data may affect the quality of the fits, but do not significantly affect the results for T cond , nor T phase , which are the two main concerns of this paper (this aspect is discussed in detail in the Supplementary Sections 3A and 3B). Results for x =0. 12, 0.15, 0.16 and 0.19 In our main text, the Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate our E − J and ρ measurements and analyses for only two of our samples (those with dopings x =0. 13 and 0.19) . Here we report the results of applying the same procedures of measurement and analysis to the rest of our sample set.
A. Underdoped compositions x < 0.16
The Supplementary Figs. 2 to 4 show our E − J and ρ measurements as a function of temperature, for our films with dopings x =0.11, 0.12 and 0.15. They also illustrate the main features of our data analyses, performed as described in the main text of our article and in the Supplementary Section 1 (including also the parameter constraints mentioned in the Supplementary Subsection 1A). These analyses lead to parameter values given in the Supplementary Table 1.
Supplementary Figure 2: Results for the LS0.11CO sample of our measurements and data analyses of (a) the E − J curves and (b) the resistivity ρ at low current densities J = 10 3 A/cm 2 . The exponent α (inset of panel a) was obtained as the log-log slope of the E − J curves for 10 −3 < E < 0.1 V/cm. We also indicate T phase and T cond , obtained respectively from the α = 3 condition and from the comparison of ρ(T ) with equations (1) to (3) . This comparison corresponds to the parameter values in the Supplementary  Table 1 and to the solid black line in panel b and its inset (the green dashed line corresponds to the normal-state background).
Supplementary Figure 3: Results for the LS0.12CO sample of our electric transport measurements and data analyses, including the same features as described in detail in the caption of the Supplementary Fig. 2 . Supplementary Figure 4 : Results for the LS0.15CO sample of our electric transport measurements and data analyses, including the same features as described in detail in the caption of the Supplementary Fig. 2 .
B. Optimally-doped composition x = 0.16
The Supplementary Fig. 5 shows the E − J and ρ measurements for our optimally-doped film x =0.16, and their analyses performed as in the previous subsection for the underdoped samples. The Supplementary Table 1 includes the parameter values corresponding to these results.
Supplementary Figure 5 : Results for the LS0.16CO sample of our electric transport measurements and data analyses, including the same features as described in detail in the caption of the Supplementary Fig. 2. C. Overdoped compositions x > 0.16
The Supplementary Fig. 6 shows the E − J and ρ measurements for the overdoped composition x =0.19 (please find in our main text the corresponding results for the also overdoped x =0.22). This figure also illustrates the main features of the analyses performed over these data employing the same procedures as described in the previous subsections for the underdoped and optimally-doped compositions. The Supplementary Table 1 includes the parameter values corresponding to these results. Main parameters for our LSxCO films. T phase and T cond are obtained respectively from the α = 3 condition and the comparison with the effective-medium BKT/GGL approach (equations (1) to (3)). ∆Tc is obtained as the FWHM of the dχ/dT transition peak as reported in [30] . Tupturn (and hence ε c ) corresponds to the location of the sharp departure from the parabolic dependence in the dρ/dT versus T curves. The parameters εLG and b0 correspond to the best-fit values for equations (1) to (3) , proceeding in these fits always with the constraints that 0.5 × 10 −2 ≤ εLG ≤ 2 × 10 −2 (in agreement with the estimates in [S1] ) and that b0 takes the same value for all of the studied samples. As shown in Supplementary Section 3A, relaxing these constraints to use other values of εLG and b0 affects the quality of the fits but not significantly the values of T cond , nor T phase , that are the main concerns of this paper. Also using ε c different from ln(Tupturn/T cond ) does not affect the T cond and T phase obtained from these theory comparisons (see Supplementary Section 3B). Other parameters for these films (including their detailed structural characterization) have been reported in [30] . In our main text, and in the rest of sections of this Supplementary Information, we have analyzed our ρ(T ) data imposing a value of ε LG ∼ 10 −2 . This produces very good agreement with the data. It also produces values of T cond in the lower half of the ρ(T ) transition: In particular, those T cond are always below T 90% , with T 90% defined by the relation ρ(T 90% ) = 0.9ρ B (T 90% ) (a simple way to signal the upper part of the macroscopic resistance transition). In fact, the results of these analyses lead to a region of dominance of phase fluctuations (or BKT-like region, T T cond exp(ε LG )) entirely located well below T 90% . However, in the "strong phase fluctuation scenario" advocated for cuprates by many authors, 3, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] the BKT-like region must include temperatures well above the main drop of the ρ(T ) transition, i.e., well above T 90% .
Therefore, it may be interesting to explore what happens if we analyze our data imposing a region of strong phase fluctuations covering temperatures above T 90% . For that, we have to compare the ρ(T ) data at T T 90% with the BKT prediction for the paraconductivity, equation (1). For increased generality, we do not constraint our analyses with any requirement about a crossover to a GGL regime at larger temperatures; this also implies to take the constant A BKT of equation (1) as a fully free constant. Noteworthy, equation (1) leads to upwards concavity of the ∆σ(t) dependence (in log-log representation, and for all parameter values). This already indicates that this equation will not be able to explain the data at too high temperatures because, as it may be seen in the Supplementary Fig. 7 , the experimental ∆σ(t) displays at those temperatures a downturn of significant downwards concavity.
We also show in the Supplementary Fig. 7 a fit using equation (1) to our paraconductivity data in the temperature range extending from T 90% up to the temperature where the experimental ∆σ(t) displays a downturn of significant downwards concavity. Given that the value of T phase is fixed by the α = 3 condition in the V −I measurements, the two free parameters in these comparisons are the product b 0 ∆ BKT and the amplitude A BKT . The resulting fit is plotted as a dashed line in the Supplementary Fig. 7 . This figure shows the illustrating case of sample LS 0.13 CO; in the rest of our samples, we obtained fits of either comparable or even worse quality. Also, this figure uses a log-log representation of ∆σ versus a reduced-temperature, a type of plot frequently used in papers by experts in paraconductivity; the fit proposed in our main analyses (solid line in this figure) provides an excellent data agreement even in this representation. In the panel a of the Supplementary Fig. 7 the effects of critical temperature inhomogeneities have been taken into account using the same procedure as in our main text (i.e., using the effective-medium equation (3) and the ∆T c value resulting from the SQUID measurements). For completeness, we also show in the panel b of that figure the results by using equation (1) with no inhomogeneities taken into account.
All these results evidence that the approach with a BKT-like region above T 90% explored in this section always leads to a significantly poorer agreement with the data than the one proposed in our main text: The upwards concavity of the theory is clearly excessive for both the low-and high-t regions (for the high-t region, even the sign of the concavity is wrong). In fact, the theory can be seen as merely a tangent to the experiments.
It may be also investigated whether the evident disagreement between the BKT-only approach and the data for high t may
